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Smirking is a subset of smiling.
But what is a grimace?
Nick Sandman, the offending
Covington, Kentucky, Catholic
high school student who
triggered so much outrage
last weekend, smiled.
The effrontery!
Seeing a snippet of video, a
social media mob formed,
leaping to the conclusion that young Mr.
Sandman was being disrespectful of an older
Native American man who — chanting and
drumming right up in his face — should have
been “shown respect.”

In the midst of it all, economist
Bob Murphy reminded us
of the previous culture-war
fracas, the Gillette “toxic
masculinity” ad, tweeting “if
you see a mob picking on a
boy, Gillette wants you
to intervene.”
And not smiled? Instead, what: frowned?
Cried? Bowed?

waiting to be picked up — had been targeted
earlier by a group of nutty “Black Hebrew
Israelites” who taunted at them for being . . .
white. And the Native American man, Nathan
Phillips, had singled Mr. Sandman out, violating
his personal space. A grimace could be
accounted for as putting “a brave smile on the
situation,” as we used to say.
But that was not how the Twitter mobs
interpreted it. And of course the young Catholic
students were wearing “MAGA hats” (pro-Trump
“Make America Great Again” baseball caps) which
were later said to be racist. And the pro-life rally
he and his friends attended was said to be sexist.
Can we all calm down? If we disagree on so
much that even smiling is scandalous, maybe
take a breath.
In the midst of it all, economist Bob Murphy
reminded us of the previous culture-war fracas,
the Gillette “toxic masculinity” ad, tweeting “if
you see a mob picking on a boy, Gillette wants
you to intervene.”

Smirks are irksome. Sure. But the young
man’s facial expression seemed to me an
attempt, only half-successful, to smile — a
covered-over grimace.

Masculinity wasn’t to blame for the mobbing.

Understandable. The Covington youngsters —
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Toxic political correctness was.
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